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• Welcome & Introductions – Alice Aguilar
• Experiences with COINTELPRO – Alfredo Lopez
• 21st Century Surveillance: What We Can Expect – Chris Conley
• Defense Tools We Can Use – Jamie McClelland
• Q&A – Moderated by Alice
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Surveillance is Nothing New
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Experiences with COINTELPRO
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Some of the groups targeted by FBI's COINTELPRO. Image Credits (clockwise): War protesters | Wikicommons; Black Panther Party | Ilka Hartmann; Students for a Democratic Society | TomHayden.com; American Indian Movement | Ilka Hartmann; National Lawyers Guild | National Lawyers Guild website; and Young Lords logo | Wikicommons
21\textsuperscript{st} Century Surveillance: What we Can Expect

Chris Conley
RESOURCES:
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Defense Tools We Can Use

Jamie McClelland
Signal

We should consider every day lost on which we have not danced at least once. And we should call every truth false which was not accompanied by at least one laugh.
Full Disk Encryption
Password Manager
PowerBase Training

CiviCRM Home

Welcome to PowerBase

Still getting used to PowerBase? Please see the Help menu for a list of ways we can support you.

We’ve got training videos for common tasks.

Need advice or faced a problem? Contact PowerBase Help Desk.

Want to get to know the other users of PowerBase? Go to the Power On network.
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To contact us with questions or comments about this webinar, please email: info@progressivetech.org